Ultrahighly Efficient and Stable Fluorescent Gold Nanoclusters Coated with Screened Peptides of Unique Sequences for Effective Protein and Serum Discrimination.
Gold nanoclusters (Au NCs) coated with various peptides have been widely used as fluorescent probes, and nowadays the most commonly used are cysteine (C) and tyrosine (Y) based ones. Herein, we report the preparation and clinical application of highly efficient and stable fluorescent Au NCs protected by screened peptides with a specific amino acid sequence Cys-Met-Met-Met-Met-Met (CMMMMM). Compared with traditional C, Y based peptide (CYYYYY) protected Au NCs, the fluorescence intensity of the CMMMMM-Au NCs increased by 230%, and the photobleaching resistance or stability of the CMMMMM-Au NCs increased by about 300% (after continuous ultraviolet irradiation for 60 min, the fluorescence of the CMMMMM-Au NCs remained more than 90% of their initial intensity, while the CYYYYY-Au NCs remained less than 30%). Assaying arrays based on CMMMMM protected Au NCs with different positive or negative charges as sensing receptors were developed through regulating different pH values, and multivariate analysis on the patterns obtained by these arrays allowed effective identification of not only ten proteins separately but also complex protein mixtures with subtly diverse compositions. The docking simulation and isothermal titration confirmed that target proteins interacted with CMMMMM-Au NCs mainly through electrostatic interactions and partly hydrophobic interactions, which affected the binding energy and fluorescence lifetime of CMMMMM-Au NCs, resulting in the unique fingerprint-like recognition patterns. Furthermore, serums from breast cancer, severe osteoarthritis, and rectal cancer patients can be effectively identified with healthy people using this CMMMMM-Au NCs based sensor array.